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ABSTRACT

The modification of protein surfaces employing cationic and anionic species enables the assembly of these bio-materials into highly sophisticated hierarchical structures. Such modifications can allow bioconjugates to retain or amplify their functionalities under conditions in which their native structure would be severely compromised. In this work, we assess the effect of this type of bioconjugation on the redox properties of two model heme proteins, i.e. cytochrome c (CytC) and myoglobin (Mb). In particular, the work focuses on the sequential modification by 3-dimethylamino propylamine (DMAPA) and 4-nonylphenyl 3-sulfopropyl ether (S1) anionic surfactant. Bioconjugation with DMAPA and S1 are the initial steps in the generation of pure liquid proteins, which remain active in the absence of water and up to temperatures above 150 °C. Thin-layer spectroelectrochemistry reveals that DMAPA cationization leads to a distribution of bioconjugate structures featuring reduction potentials shifted up to 380 mV more negative than the native proteins. Analysis based on circular dichroism, MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and zeta potential measurements suggest that the shift in the reduction potentials are not linked to protein denaturation, but to changes in the spin state of the heme. These alterations of the spin states originate from subtle structural changes induced by DMAPA attachment. Interestingly, electrostatic coupling of anionic surfactant S1 shifts the reduction potential closer to that of the native protein, demonstrating that the modifications of the heme electronic configuration are linked to surface charges.
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INTRODUCTION

Bioconjugation of proteins via cationization and electrostatic association of anionic polymer surfactants can lead to the generation of nearly dehydrated pure protein melt upon lyophilisation.\(^1\) Myoglobin (Mb) has been the archetypal system for this type of modification, leading to an increase of 93°C in the decomposition temperature.\(^2\) Indeed, pure myoglobin melts retain a higher percentage of secondary structure upon heating, with the capacity of refolding even after heating to temperatures of 155°C.\(^3\) Protein motions similar to those of fully hydrated proteins are retained in such materials. Typical native protein behaviour is therefore largely retained,\(^4\) with Mb melts continuing to exhibit reversible O\(_2\) binding\(^5\) and lipase melts exhibiting catalytic behaviour.\(^6\)

Mb contains the iron-containing heme cofactor and has been shown previously to undergo direct electron transfer when adsorbed onto a graphite electrode pre-modified with a polymer surfactant\(^7\) or polyelectrolyte.\(^8\) Recently, it was shown that a Mb melt deposited onto highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) showed quasi-reversible electrochemical behaviour,\(^9\) and similar behaviour was exhibited up to 150°C on a gold electrode.\(^10\) Little knowledge has been gathered about the redox properties of the protein prior to the lyophilisation step, which could provide information about changes in the environment near the heme. Indeed, the formal reduction potential of the heme is rather sensitive to its chemical environment, which has been a source of controversy in the literature.\(^11\) The heme b cofactor is attached only \(\text{via}\) (non-covalent) proximal histidine ligation, and the distal site is not ligated by a protein-based residue. The spin states of native Mb can be affected by the ligating species in the distal position; the reduced deoxy form (deoxyMb) and water-ligated oxidised form (metMb) are high-spin while the O\(_2\)-bound reduced form is low spin.\(^12\)

In contrast to Mb, cytochrome c (CytC) contains a heme c cofactor covalently bound to the protein \(\text{via}\) thio-ether linkages, and is ligated in the axial positions by histidine and methionine.\(^13\) The sulfur in methionine is a strong-field ligand, and so native CytC is in a low-spin state for both Fe\(^{2+}\) and Fe\(^{3+}\) oxidation states close to physiological pH.\(^14\) Although the heme group in both proteins shows a very well defined facile redox chemistry, the nature of the heme binding to the protein is rather different. Consequently, it could be expected that the surface modification could pose higher risk to the protein integrity in the case of Mb than CytC.

In this work, we provide a systematic study of the redox behaviour of CytC and Mb upon sequential modification by 3-dimethylamino propylamine (DMAPA) and nonylphenyl 3-sulfopropyl ether (S1) (illustrated in Scheme 1), employing thin-layer spectroelectrochemistry (SEC). We show that the protein cationization step generates a distribution of species that vary in the number of DMAPA modified residues and display a range of formal potentials shifted negatively by up to several hundred millivolts. In the case of Mb, the absorption spectra indicate that cationization induces a change of
high to low spin state, which is responsible for the shifts of the formal reduction potential. Cationization of CytC promotes the formation of the so-called alternate low spin state,\textsuperscript{11a} which also manifests itself by a negative shift of the reduction potential. Binding of the anionic polymer surfactant S1 leads to a shift in the CytC bioconjugate formal potential closer to that of the native protein. In addition to the SEC responses, information obtained from circular dichroism, MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, UV-Visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy and zeta potential measurements clearly show that these substantial shifts in reduction potential are not related to protein denaturation, but rather to subtle changes in the heme Fe coordination.

Scheme 1. Schematic diagram of CytC sequential bio-conjugation steps including 3-dimethylamino propylamine (DMAPA) coupling promoted by EDC (step 1.), followed by electrostatic adsorption of 4-nonylphenyl 3-sulfopropyl ether (S1) potassium salt (step 2.)

EXPERIMENTAL

Bioconjugate modification of Cytochrome c and Myoglobin. Cationization of CytC and Mb was achieved by a carbodiimide-activated condensation reaction to covalently attach 3-dimethylamino propylamine (DMAPA) molecules to acidic protein residues. Bioconjugation procedures followed those previously reported.\textsuperscript{12} In brief, cationization involved addition of a 5 mg ml\textsuperscript{-1} aqueous solution of native protein to an aqueous solution of 0.65 M DMAPA adjusted to pH 6.5. Volumes used were calculated to give a large (50:1) excess of DMAPA per acidic residue. Solid N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) was added to the solution in excess (20:1, EDC:acidic residue) with stirring over the course of an hour, and the pH was maintained at pH 6.0 – 6.5. The reaction was left to stir overnight. The resulting solution was dialysed against water for 24 hours and the purified cationized protein (cCytC or cMb) was freeze dried. The effect of bioconjugation in the presence of S1 was primarily assessed for cCytC. In this case, 3 mgml\textsuperscript{-1} cCytC in pH 7.2 10 mM phosphate buffer were added to neat 4-nonylphenyl 3-sulfopropyl ether potassium salt
(S1) surfactant with stirring in the ratio 1:2 (positive charge:surfactant, assuming all acidic groups were
cationized) and stirred overnight. The surfactant-conjugated product (S1cCytC) was purified by
dialysing against pH 6.8 10 mM phosphate buffer for 24 hours.

**Protein Characterization.** Protein mass measurements before and after modification were
determined by mass spectroscopy performed using an Applied Biosystems 4700 MALDI TOF/TOF mass
spectrometer. UV-Vis spectra were obtained using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 25 spectrometer. Circular
dichroism (CD) was measured using a Jasco J810 spectropolarimeter. Zeta potentials were measured
using a Malvern instruments Zetasizer nano and analysed using Zetasizer software. Sample
preparation followed standard procedures and is described in the supporting information.

**Spectroelectrochemical analysis.** Spectroelectrochemical (SEC) measurements were
performed aerobically on protein solutions (typically 3 mgml⁻¹) prepared in 50 mM phosphate buffer
(pH 7.5) containing 10% glycerol and 20 mM or 500 mM KCl. The redox mediators duroquinone (DQ),
phenazine ethosulfate (PES), phenazine methosulfate (PMS), 1,2-Naphthoquinone (NQ) and 2,3,5,6-
Tetramethylphenylenediamine (DAD) were added. Solutions were added to a thin layer cell (0.3 mm)
set up for UV-Vis and electrochemical measurements. To minimise redox state equilibration times,
small sample volumes were used. This was achieved by first adding the sample solution containing
glycerol to the thin layer cell, followed by careful addition of a second electrolyte solution containing
no glycerol or sample. Mixing was prevented by the difference in viscosity of the two layers. Ionic
conduction occurs across the liquid interface, allowing reference (KCl saturated. Ag/AgCl) and counter
(Pt) electrodes to be placed in the larger volume of second solution as shown in Figure S1. A Pt gauze
working electrode (WE) was inserted into the thin layer cell. UV-Vis spectra were recorded at set
intervals using an Agilent Technologies Cary-60 spectrometer, and the periodically stepped potential
of the WE was applied by a Biologic SP-150 potentiostat. Spectra were recorded upon stepping the
potential from positive to negative values (forward direction) and back to the initial potential
(backward direction). All reduction potentials are reported vs standard hydrogen potential (SHE),
based on a value of $E_{Ag/AgCl} = 0.200$ vs SHE at room temperature (ignoring the contribution associated
with the H₂ partial pressure). Further experimental information including chemicals used, protein
modification and characterization and (spectro)electrochemical analysis can be found in the
supporting information (Section S1 and S2).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Spectroelectrochemical responses upon conjugation of Mb and CytC.** Figure 1 shows the
evolution of the UV-Vis spectra as a function of the applied potential of native CytC and the two
modified forms, cationized (cCytC) and bioconjugated (S1cCytC). In the case of CytC, spectra
associated with completely oxidised and reduced forms (reported in Figure S2) are obtained in the range of 0.365 to 0.015 V vs SHE. CytC spectra shows a clear isosbestic point at 408 nm, which is consistent with the evolution from a single molecular species to another. In the cases of cCytC and S1cCytC, the potential range had to be expanded to between 0.455 and -0.295 V, while the isosbestic point is less clearly defined than in the case of the native protein. Additional small peaks are observed in the spectra of S1cCytC, including a shoulder at 389 nm (due to the phenazine methosulfate mediator) and peaks at 560 and 613 nm. These observations suggest that bioconjugation leads to a range of structures with different reduction potentials.

Nernst curves, fraction of the reduced heme as a function of the applied potential, generated from the SEC data are shown in Figure 2. Absorbance values were selected at the wavelength exhibiting the greatest change in absorption upon redox state change (typically at 414 nm). Such values were measured at a range of applied potentials, normalised and recorded as the fraction of protein in the reduced state. For each protein variant, the response exhibited essentially no hysteresis on the timescale of the measurement (30 mins for CytC, 60 mins for cCytC and S1cCytC). Figure S3 shows a similar analysis for cCytC in the Q-band range (550 nm), revealing similar behaviour to the one in Figure 2A. The native protein follows a shape consistent with a one electron transfer with a single midpoint potential occurring at 0.24 V vs SHE, similar to literature values. Although the onset potential for heme reduction in cCytC and S1cCytC is close to the one observed for the native CytC, it is clear that changes in the population of the reduced heme extend over a larger potential range. In the case of Mb (Figure 2B), cationization of the protein also leads to a substantial shift of the reduction potential towards a more negative (and broader) potential range. The corresponding normalized spectra at the various electrode potentials are shown in Figure S4. Native Mb is characterized by a single potential Nernst curve at 0.04 V, which is close to values reported in the literature. This behaviour further suggests that bioconjugation leads to a range of protein with different extent of modification, including a population of native-like protein.
Figure 1. UV-Vis spectra of 3 mg ml⁻¹ of CytC (A), cCytC (B) and S1cCytC (C) in pH 7.5 electrolyte containing 50 mM phosphate buffer, 500 mM KCl and 10% glycerol. The redox mediators used added to the electrolyte include duroquinone, phenazine ethosulfate, phenazine methosulfate, 1,2-Naphthoquinone and 2,3,5,6-Tetramethylphenylene-diamine. Each spectra was recorded after a 30 or 60 min equilibration period (for native and modified protein respectively) at each potential. In the case of CytC, the potential was varied between 0.015 to 0.365 V, while spectral changes for the bioconjugate were examined between -0.295 and 0.455 V. Note that peak at 389 nm in (C) is caused by phenazine methosulfate mediator.
Figure 2. Changes in the fraction of reduced heme as a function of potential in the case of CytC (A) and Mb (B). Substantial modification in the redox behaviour can be observed between native (black), cationized (red) and surfactant modified conjugates (blue). For native protein, each data point (electrode potential) was measured after 30 minutes equilibration time, while conjugates were allowed to equilibrate for 60 minutes. The electrode potential was initially stepped towards negative values (forward direction, full symbols), followed by sequential steps towards the initial potential (backward direction, open symbols). The fact that the trend strongly overlap between forward and backward directions indicate that the system reached redox equilibrium at each potential. Solid lines represent fitting to the Nernst equation (see supporting information). The composition of the electrolyte solutions is as indicated in the caption of Figure 1.

The complex Nernst behaviour observed for the bioconjugates can be rationalized in terms of a distribution of species with discrete reduction potentials. As discussed in the supporting information (Section S2 and Figure S5), the behaviour of CytC conjugates can be accurately reproduced by
considering four different species each representing a discrete redox species. The relative population and formal reduction potential of the various species obtained by linear least square fitting of the Nernst plot for CytC and Mb are summarised in Table 1. The data shows that the formal reduction potential of approximately 1/3 cCytC species is affected very little by the protein modification, with the remaining population showing potential displacements between -50 to -380 mV. Upon attachment of S1, the effective speciation of the bioconjugate shifts towards the C1 product, i.e. the species with the reduction potential closer to the native CytC. Following the same procedure, the Nernst curves for the cMb were fitted considering three main species. Contrary to the case of CytC, the highest population corresponds to the species with the largest shift in the reduction potential (M3). Indeed, the Nernst curve for cMb does not show a substantial broadening in the potential range as seen in CytC, but rather a large shift to more negative potential. Interestingly, there is a more significant hysteresis in the case of cMb, suggesting a reduced electron transfer rate as discussed in the supporting information. We propose that this is caused by greater physical rearrangement at the iron centre upon reduction/oxidation than occurs for native Mb. The effect of S1 modification in the case of Mb is complicated by the possibility of heme loss under forcing oxidizing conditions, thus we shall restrict our discussion to only the cationization step.

Table 1. Speciation, relative abundancy (fraction) and formal potentials obtained from fitting the spectro-electrochemical data in Figure 2 to three- and four-species variants of Equation S3 for CytC and Mb respectively. Values are for native and modified CytC and Mb measured in 50 mM phosphate buffer in 500 mM KCl.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Speciation</th>
<th>E$^\circ$ / V</th>
<th>(E$^\circ$ - E$^{\text{Native}}$) / V</th>
<th>Population after DMAPA</th>
<th>Population after S1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CytC</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mb</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The underlying assumption in this analysis is that the population of non-modified protein is negligible, thus species C1 and M1 represent a population of cationized protein in which DMAPA exerts a minor effect on the reduction potential of the heme. We have also fitted the Nernst curves assuming that the reduction potentials of C1 and M1 are identical to the corresponding native protein. Although the quality of the fits are slightly poorer, the results are not statistically different to those shown on table 1. However, as discussed further below, MALDI-TOF analysis conclusively show that the population of un-modified protein is not consistent with those estimated from the SEC analysis. On the other hand, statistical analysis of the Nernst curve of S1cCytC bioconjugate does not provide any clear evidence of changes in the reduction potential of the various species resulting from the cationization steps. Consequently, we conclude that the magnitude in the shift of the reduction potential upon cationization is determined by the position of the specific acid residue modified by DMAPA, while the effect of the S1 attachment on the redox responses is only significant for those species in which DMAPA is bound close to the heme moiety.

Similar experiments were conducted in the absence of mediators as described in the supporting information (Section S3). The target of these studies is to assess whether the apparent shift in formal potentials is related to specific interactions with the selected redox mediators. Figure S6 shows a well-defined Nernstian curve for CytC, similar to the responses shown in Figure 2A. The mediator-less responses for cCytC and S1cCytC are also characterised by a significant broadening of the potential range consistent with the complex speciation observed in the presence of the mediators. However, a significant level of hysteresis is observed between the forward and backward traces, suggesting a significant decrease in the direct electron transfer rate constant to the heme moiety. Furthermore, Figure S7A compares cyclic voltammograms of CytC, cCytC and S1cCytC in solution. While the native protein does exhibit a clear redox response associated with the heme, only background capacitive current are seen for the bioconjugates in the same potential range. On the other hand, no clear faradaic responses are observed for either Mb or cMb in solution (Figure S7B). These results show that, except for the native CytC, direct electron transfer to the heme moieties is strongly hindered.

**Bioconjugation of CytC.** Changes in the heme formal reduction potential as a result of modification of the protein structure have been widely investigated, and can arise from a variety of structural aspects. A trivial explanation for our experimental observations could involve protein denaturation, however the analysis described below provide conclusive evidences that this is not the case.
The absorption spectra of native CytC, cCytC and S1cCytC are reported in Figure 3A. The data show subtle spectral changes upon cationization, suggesting changes in the heme environment. In particular, the Soret band is blue-shifted by 2 nm and the absorbance of the charge transfer (CT) band at 695 nm decreases. The heme cofactor in native CytC is bis-ligated by histidine and methionine, promoting a low spin-state configuration. Changes from low to high spin-states have been previously observed under mild-denaturing conditions,\(^\text{19}\) leading to a displacement of the Soret band to 395 nm and positive shifts in the formal potential.\(^\text{20}\) Such changes are inconsistent with the behaviour observed upon cationization of CytC, indicating that the heme remains in the low spin-state. The band observed at 695 nm is characteristic of the methionine-sulfur:heme-iron axial complexation;\(^\text{21}\) loss of this feature indicates that methionine is no longer binding. However, the retention of low-spin character indicates axial binding by an alternative strong-field ligand such as an amine-based residue\(^\text{11a}\) or hydroxide species.\(^\text{22}\) Mugnol et al.\(^\text{11a}\) reported the formation of the so-called alternate low spin-state upon micellar encapsulation of CytC which exhibited a -200 mV shift in formal potential with respect to the free protein. This was accompanied by UV-Vis spectral changes similar to those observed upon cationization, suggesting that a similar alternate low spin-state is generated in DMAPA modified CytC. Alternative low spin-state CytC was also shown to exhibit a decrease in rhombic symmetry by electron paramagnetic resonance measurements consistent with a ligand shift, and to have a more open heme crevice compared to the normal low-spin state CytC. Further spectral changes are observed for S1cCytC, and a more pronounced splitting is observed in the CT-band. This may indicate that some fraction of S1cCytC is in a reduced state under the conditions of this measurement.

MALDI-TOF MS measurements of the native and bioconjugated CytC are displayed in Figure 3B. The cationization step resulted in a broad distribution of m/z values equivalent to a mass increase of 186 – 1260 Da from the highest intensity native CytC signal. The highest abundancy material has a mass increase equivalent to attachment of 8 DMAPA molecules. Interestingly, the discrete peaks around the maximum of the distribution (inset in Figure 3B) correspond to integer amounts of DMAPA moieties (84 Da), with at least six clearly identifiable species, the fractional distribution of which are shown in Figure S8. This distribution does not closely follow the fractional speciation reported in table 1, suggesting that the observed shifts in reduction potential are caused by modification of specific residues rather than by incremental changes in positive charges. The mass spectrum of S1cCytC is very similar to that of cCytC, except for a more pronounced tail at higher m/z values. This behaviour suggests that the S1 binding is rather weak, leading to detachment of the surfactant upon ionization. MALDI-TOF MS was measured below 1000 Da for CytC and cCytC after silver sulfate treatment to cleave thio-ether bonds in heme c,\(^\text{23}\) as shown in Figure S9. No change in heme mass occurred upon cationization, indicating that no covalent attachment of DMAPA to acidic propionate groups took
place. Such a chemical change to the heme group is expected to directly influence reduction potential. A similar analysis of cMb also concluded that DMAPA does not directly bind to the heme moiety.

**Figure 3.** UV-Vis spectra (A) and MALDI-TOF mass spectra (B) of the native CytC (black line), cCytC (red line) and S1cCytC (blue line). Protein concentration for UV-Vis was 0.3 mg ml$^{-1}$ in pH 7.2 10 mM phosphate buffer, under no-potentiostatic control. The continuing presence of a large peak at 276 nm in the S1cCytC spectrum after extensive product dialysis confirms attachment of S1. MS shows both singly and doubly charged molecular ions, inset shows that the molecular ion is made up of a distribution of overlapping peaks, with differences between adjacent peaks close to the 84 Da expected upon each attachment of DMAPA through the condensation type reaction.

The attachment of DMAPA clearly manifests itself by an increase in zeta potential values as shown in **Figure 4A**. Subsequent attachment of anionic S1 generates bioconjugate with a negative
charge at all pH due to the characteristic charge overcompensation seen in electrostatic layer-by-layer assembly. However, the S1cCytC zeta potential dependence is rather unusual, showing a decrease in the absolute charge at pH close to neutrality. This behavior suggests a complex balance of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions in the bio-conjugate which requires further investigation. Figure 4B compares the circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the native CytC and bioconjugates at pH 7.5. Slight changes in the ratio of the 208 and 222 nm peaks can be taken as evidence of modifications in the secondary structure upon cationization. However, the ratio of these two peaks is restored to the values corresponding to native CytC upon attachment of S1. Further evidences for the partial recovery of the native CytC structure upon attachment of S1 are given by SEC responses in lower ionic strength electrolyte, favouring stronger electrostatic S1 attachment, as displayed in Figure S10. While the Nernst curves for CytC and cCytC are little affected by the decreasing the concentration of KCl from 500 mM to 20 mM, the trend for S1cCytC approaches closer to that observed for the native protein (see also Table S1). We additionally report that a liquid-protein melt was produced by lyophilisation and subsequent heating of S1cCytC at 40°C as shown in figure s11, and that this protein phase was similar in appearance to that which has previously been reported for solvent-free Mb melts.1d

Cationization of Mb. The MALDI-TOF MS and UV-Vis spectra corresponding to Mb and cMb are reported in Figure 5A. A mass increase of between 294 – 2815 Da is observed upon cationization, with the highest abundance species exhibiting a mass increase equivalent to binding of 18 DMAPA molecules. We note that the reported mass distributions for both cCytC and cMb include some values higher than expected assuming complete cationic modification of all acidic residues in the native proteins. This may indicate the presence of non-specifically bound DMAPA in some of the modified protein. Zeta potential measurements have previously shown that cationization of Mb increases the zeta potential by at least +20 mV.2, 24 In the case of Mb, cationization has a large effect upon the secondary structure due to changes in electrostatic stabilization and the disruption of internal salt bridges, and CD spectra for this have been reported elsewhere.1d These changes in the secondary structure have a strong effect on the heme environment which manifests itself by red shifts in the Soret and changes in the shape of the Q-bands as shown in Figure 5B. These spectral changes are consistent with a shift to low spin-state iron in the heme moiety (Figure S12).25 However, the observed spectral changes and circular dichroism spectroscopy previously reported1d for myoglobin clearly indicate that the cationization process does not lead to protein denaturation.
Heme b in native myoglobin is ligated by histidine in the proximal position, but has a free distal position available for O₂ binding. Previously, the binding of a water molecule in this position has been suggested as the cause of the spectral shift,¹⁴ on the basis of spectral changes seen in Mb mutants at high pH.²⁶ However, this water binding is unlikely to alter the Fe spin-state. Feng et al.²⁷ have shown that imidazole ligation in this site generates a field strong enough to promote the transition in spin-state, which also manifests itself by a significant shift of the formal potential towards negative values. Additionally, UV/Vis spectra reported by Nakanishi et al. for Mb-mutants incorporating bis-histidine ligated heme show remarkable similarity to those reported here in figure 5b and S12 for reduced cMb.²⁸ Consequently, we suggest that the cationization step promotes the movement of a nearby histidine residue closer to the heme, allowing it to ligate in the distal position. However, we note that O₂ is a strong-field ligand which would also promote a high- to low- spin transition upon binding to cMb-heme. Although the reduced and oxidized spectra of cMb (Figure S12) are distinct from that expected for oxyMb reported for example by Schenkman et al.,²⁹ recent work by Armstrong et al. has

Figure 4. Zeta potential as a function of pH (A) and CD spectra (B) in 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 at 22°C for CytC (black), cCytC (red) and S1cCytC (blue).
shown that surfactant bound cationized Mb is able to bind oxygen, and releases bound oxygen only under conditions of extreme hypoxia. Consequently, we cannot entirely exclude the possibility that $O_2$ could be binding a population of reduced cMb, although this expected to be small given the hindered diffusion configuration characteristic of thin-layer cells.

**Figure 5.** MALDI-TOF MS (A) and UV-Vis spectra of native Mb (black line) and cMb (red line). Both singly and doubly charged protein peaks are shown in MS, and a large product distribution of cationized products are generated. UV-Vis spectra measured in pH 6.8 20 mM phosphate buffer.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The present study demonstrates the highly sensitive nature of the reduction potential of heme proteins to controlled attachment of charged species. We specifically observed that covalent
Attachment of DMAPA to CytC and Mb generates a distribution of species with different numbers of cationized residues, which manifests itself by a distribution of reduction potential. The speciation of the cationized proteins was assessed by employing thin-layer spectroelectrochemistry, identifying species with reduction potentials shifted by values as large as -0.38 V. Changes in the overall charge of the bioconjugate were confirmed by zeta potential measurements, while MALDI-TOF analysis confirmed the strong link of DMAPA to the protein. Importantly, the observed spectral changes and circular dichroism spectroscopy shown here for cytochrome c, and previously for myoglobin, clearly indicate that the bioconjugation process does not lead to protein denaturation.

The changes in redox responses revealed two contrasting situations for Mb and CytC bioconjugates. In the case of Mb, DMAPA binding results in a change from high to low Fe spin-state. We propose that structural changes induced by DMAPA allow the nearby histidine residue to coordinate the available distal position of the Fe centre. The observed SEC changes in CytC are consistent with a shift to the so-called alternate low-spin state, and may also result from a change in heme-iron ligation. Interestingly, the overall negative shift of the reduction potential is compensated to an extent by the attachment of S1. Although zeta potential measurements show a charge overcompensation, a population of proteins exhibiting the alternate low-spin state remains.

In principle, speciation analysis based on SEC analysis can lead to a quantitative approach to specific interactions between redox protein and charged molecules. While techniques such as mass spectrometry and zeta potential measurements provide accurate information on the extent of molecular attachment, SEC is sensitive to changes occurring in the vicinity of the heme. Some of these structural changes may lead to strongly hindered direct electron transfer processes, as demonstrated in this work. However, carefully chosen redox mediators allow the reduction potential of these complex distribution of species to be probed.

**Associated Content**

**Supporting Information Available**

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publications website at DOI: xxxxxx.

Additional experimental details including sample preparation for protein characterization and thioether cleavage for CytC heme analysis, **Figures S1 – S12 and Table S1** as referred to in the text, spectroelectrochemistry, mediator-less spectroelectrochemistry, cyclic voltammograms of native and modified proteins in solution.
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